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De Gruyter is making it easier for authors and their
funding sources to be recognised through the
implementation of ORCID (www.orcid.org) and FundRef
(www.crossref.org/fundref).
ORCID is an independent, non-profit application which
allows scientists to create unique profiles for themselves
and their work. Scientists that register on ORCID are
assigned an identifier which they can use to link and
manage all publications. The bibliographic details saved
to ORCID by authors are automatically referenced on
De Gruyter Online and in the bibliographic information in
the print versions of books and journals.
De Gruyter has now also made it possible for articles to
be linked with FundRef, providing transparency with
respect to funding, what is especially important for Open
Access publications.

Partnership with Copyright Clearance Center
to automate permissions requests in journal
articles
Together with CCC De Gruyter has implemented a
technology solution RightsLink® that allows visitors to
the De Gruyter website to license journal content quickly
and easily for republishing or reuse.
RightsLink enables publishers to provide immediate
online permissions to licensees and eliminate costs
associated with manual permission transactions.
The reprint permissions are an important element of the
service offered to authors and researchers. The
cooperation with CCC’s RightsLink provides a more
efficient way to manage these transactions.
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Partnership with publishing software
company ReadCube

With this partnership, over 850 journal titles and book
chapters from the De Gruyter collection are now
indexed by ReadCube for easy discovery across the
technology company’s web, desktop and mobile portals,
search engines and recommendation feeds.
ReadCube’s technology offers the best possible reading
experience and enhances the format of De Gruyter
articles and book chapters when read within
ReadCube’s free desktop, web, and mobile
applications. Enhancements include hyperlinked in-line
citations, annotation tools, instant access to
supplemental materials and figures, clickable author
names, social sharing, and altmetrics.
https://www.readcube.com/
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Other features that were added or improved
on De Gruyter Online
-

Additional formats of supplements (html | htm | css |
ico | js | pdf | png | jpeg | jpg | gif | xls | xlsx | doc |
docx | csv | txt | ppt | flv | fla | mrc | mpg | mpeg | zip |
mov | csv | wmv | rar | pptx | tsv | wma | avi | mp4 |
m4v | cif | ogg | webm | oga | weba | acc | mp3 | epub
| wav | odt | ods | odp | dot | dotx | m4a)

-

Improved
searches

-

New server hardware and network structure for
quicker searching and more stable performance of
the platform

-

Improved metadata depositing to A&I partners

-

Improved author notification system

-

Improved relevance sorting after product searches
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Services indexing the journal
Celdes
CNPIEC
De Gruyter - IBR (International Bibliography of Reviews of Scholarly
Literature in the Humanities and Social Sciences)
De Gruyter - IBZ (International Bibliography of Periodical Literature in
the Humanities and Social Sciences)
EBSCO Discovery Service
Google Scholar
J-Gate
JournalTOCs
MLA International Bibliography
Naviga (Softweco)
Primo Central (ExLibris)
ReadCube
Summon (Serials Solutions/ProQuest)
TDOne (TDNet)
Ulrich's Periodicals Directory/ulrichsweb
WorldCat (OCLC)

Accepted, indexation pending
EBSCO (relevant databases)
Microsoft Academic Search

Application pending
DOAJ
EBSCO - Academic Search
EBSCO - America: History & Life
EBSCO - Fuente Académica
EBSCO - Historical Abstracts
EBSCO - Humanities Abstracts/Humanities Full Text (Wilson)
EBSCO - Humanities International Complete/Humanities Source
EBSCO - Literary Reference Center Plus
EBSCO - MegaFILE
EBSCO - SocINDEX
EBSCO - TOC Premier
ERIH PLUS (European Reference Index for the Humanities and Social
Sciences)
Linguistic Bibliography Online
Linguistics Abstracts Online
ProQuest - Illumina
ProQuest - International Bibliography of the Social Sciences (IBSS)
ProQuest - Linguistics & Language Behavior Abstracts (LLBA)
ProQuest - Periodicals Archive Online
ProQuest - Periodicals Index Online
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